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INTELCAN AWARDED ADS-B CONTRACT BY JORDAN CARC
Intelcan has been awarded a contract with Jordan Civil Aviation Regulatory Commission for the supply,
installation and operation of its SKYSURV ADS-B, for the Queen Alia International Airport, Aman Civil Airport King Hussein International Airport/Aqaba, Jordan.
Intelcan’s SKYSURV ADS-B will be deployed to cover the entire Jordan airspace in a fully redundant
configuration and includes an ADS-B Ground Station System, a redundant GPS System with associated
antennas and a single site monitor. SKYSURV ADS-B is also complemented by a complete Technical Situation
Display.
The ADS-B system includes local and remote monitoring configurations and is capable of performing error
correction or rejection of unrecoverable messages.
Intelcan’s President and CEO, Georges Ata, states “we are excited to be a part of a new era in global air traffic
management. With this award, Intelcan strengthens its presence in the Arab Countries with customers in
Algeria, Oman, Sudan and now Jordan. SKYSURV ADS-B delivers high availability surveillance solutions for
Wide Area en Route control, Terminal and Ground Surveillance. It is a leading edge product that provides our
clients with exceptional coverage and low maintenance costs. “
Intelcan’s ADS-B is a key system in the SKYSURV product line, which includes primary and secondary
surveillance radars. SKYSURV ADS-B can be configured for an ADS-B and Mutli-lateration environment and is
complemented by AveTrack, Intelcan’s vehicle tracking system.
Please come and visit Intelcan at ATC Global, Stand H714 for a demonstration of the SKYSURV ADS-B.

ABOUT INTELCAN
Intelcan Technosystems Inc. is a Canadian CNS/ATM and Airport Infrastructure solution provider. Integrating
Intelcan’s own products or utilizing those from a diverse supplier network, Intelcan has delivered complete
and cost-effective solutions to fulfil client requirements in over 60 countries.
Intelcan delivers airport infrastructure solutions which range from the construction of air traffic control towers
to complete airport implementation.
Headquartered in Ottawa Canada since its establishment in 1973 Intelcan has expanded into South Africa,
France, Spain, Korea, Cyprus, Bulgaria, Cuba and a research and development facility in Montreal, Canada.
All Intelcan’s solutions meet and exceed Eurocontrol and ICAO regulations and are developed under ISO
9001:2008 quality management procedures.
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